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1. Introduction 
Our starting point is the following result of BIRKHOFF and FRINK [2]: 
The family of all sub algebras of an algebra with finitary operations can 
be characterized as a closure family of finite character. 
A related problem was solved in FRINK and GRATZER [5], namely, the 
characterization of closed subalgebras of a topological algebra with finitary 
operations. 
Several related problems arise naturally. 
Pro blem 1. Characterize the family of all sub algebras of a universal 
algebra with not necessarily finitary operations. 
Pro blem 2. Characterize the family of all finitely generated sub-
algebras of a universal algebra with finitary operations. 
A question similar to Problem 1 goes back to 1945 when in [1] G. BIRK-
HOFF asked for the characterization of congruence lattices of algebras 
with not necessarily finitary operations. 
Pro blem 3. Is every complete lattice isomorphic to the lattice of 
all congruence relations of an algebra with not necessarily finitary 
operations 1 
Problem 2 seems to have some importance since the family of finitely 
generated subalgebras determines uniquely the family of all sub algebras 
of an algebra with finitary operations. 
In this paper we will solve a common generalization of Problems 1 
and 2. This result is then applied to give an affirmative solution of 
Problem 3. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let A be a set and v an ordinal; a v-ary operation on A is a function f 
which associates an element of A with every sequence of type v of 
*) The preparation of this paper was supported by the National Science Foun-
dation under grant number GP-4221. 
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elements of A, i.e. I(ao, aI, ... , a~, ... ) is a well defined element of A if 
a~EA for ~<'V. 
An algebra is a couple (A; F) where A is a set and F is a collection 
of operations on A; F = {fA; A E A} and 11' is a 'V1'-ary operation on A. 
Let Be A; then (B; F) is a sub algebra of (A; F) if B is closed under 
each IA E F, A EA. There is some confusion in the literature whether or 
not (4); F) is a sub algebra , where 4> denotes the void set. We adopt the 
following convention: if the intersection of all non-void subalgebras is 
non-void then (4); F) is not a sub algebra ; if it is void then (4); F) is a 
sub algebra. 
If A is a set IA I denotes the power of A ; if iX is an ordinal then Ii denotes 
the power of iX. 
If B is a family of sets V (X; X E B) and 1\ (X; X E B) denotes the 
set-theoretical union and intersection. 
The characteristic of the algebra (A; F) is the smallest regular cardinal 
m such that vA<m for every AEA. (A cardinal m is called regular, if any 
family of fewer than m cardinals, each of which is less than m, has a 
sum less than m; e.g. No is regular). If n is a cardinal, r(n) will denote 
the smallest regular cardinal :> n. 
Let A be a set, d a family of subsets of A and n a cardinal. Then 
d is called an n -closure family if for any X C A with I X I < n there exists 
a smallest member of d containing X. 
This smallest member will be denoted by [X] and will be called the 
member of d generated by X. 
If IAI <n then an n-closure family will be called a closure family. It 
is easy to see that d is a closure family if and only if A Ed and d is 
closed under arbitrary intersection. 
Let d be an n-closure family. We will say that d is n-generated if 
every member of d can be generated by a subset containing fewer than 
n elements. 
Obviously, if IAI <tt and d is a closure family then it is also n-generated. 
However, if n< IAI an n-closure family is not necessarily n-generated. 
E.g. let d be a family of all subsets of power <n and A. This is an n-
closure family which is not n-generated if n< IAI, because A cannot be 
generated by fewer than n elements. 
The importance of these notions can be seen from the following 
statement. 
Lemma 1. Let (A; F) be an algebra of characteristic m and let d 
denote the family of all subalgebras which can be generated by fewer 
than n elements (I <n). Then d is an n-generated n-closure family. 
The proof of Lemma I is obvious. 
The family d of subsets of A of Lemma I has a further property 
which is independent of being an n-generated n-closure family. This is 
the following: 
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(1) If BEd, B= [H] with IHI <n and a E B then there exists an 
XC H with IXI <min(m, n) such that a E [X]. 
Of course, if n<:m then min(m, n)=n and property (1) is trivial with 
X=H. 
Lemma 2. Let d be as in Lemma 1. Then d has property (1). 
Proof. Let He A. We will define H", for every ordinal iX with a<m 
by transfinite induction: 
Ho=H; 
H",+1=H", v {x; x=f(xo, Xl, ... ) for some f E F, xo, Xl, ... EH",}; 
H lim ", = V H",. p • 
The following formula can be verified: 
[H]= V (H",; a<m). 
Indeed, H", C [H] can be proved by induction on IX. On the other hand, 
V (Ha; a < m) is closed under all operations, since if f E F, f is a f3-ary 
operation (t<m) and Xy E V (H",; a<m) for y<f3 then Xy E Ha . Since m 
--- y 
is regular, it follows that L iXy = L ay<m hence if we put iX = L iXy, 
y<P y<p y<P 
a<m and Xy E Ha for all y<m. Therefore f(xo, Xl, ... ) E Ha+1 and so 
V (Ha; a < m) is closed under all operations, proving the formula. 
Now to prove Lemma 2 we can assume m<n (since the case n<:m 
is trivial). Since a E [H] therefore a E Ha for some iX with a<m. We will 
prove the statement by transfinite induction on IX. 
If iX = 0 put X = {a}. 
Let a EH",+1 and a fj=H",. Then a=f(xo, XI. ... ) with Xy EHa for y<{3 
(t<m). Let Xy denote the X for Xy and put X= V (Xy; y<{3). Since 
m is regular and t<m it follows that IXI <m and a E [X] is obvious. 
Let a E H lima ; then a E Ha for some Y, hence this case is trivial. 
• • This completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
3. The main result and special cases 
Let A be a set and d a family of subsets of A. d is called an (m, n)-
algebraic family if it is an n-generated n-closure family which has property 
(1) (it will always be supposed that m is a regular cardinal and n is a 
cardinal :> 1). 
Theorem 1. Let (A; F) be an algebra of characteristic m and d 
the family of all subalgebras of (A; F) which can be generated by fewer 
than n elements (1 <:n). Then d is an (m, n)-algebraic family. 
Conversely if d is an (m, n)-algebraic family of subsets of A then it 
is possible to define a collection F of operations on A such that (A; F) 
be an algebra of characteristic m and d be the family of all sub algebras 
of (A; F) which can be generated by fewer than n elements. 
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In short: the family of all sub algebras, which can be generated by 
fewer than n elements, of an algebra of characteristic m, can be charac-
terized as an (m, n)-algebraic family. 
If jAj <n then an (m, n)-algebraic family will be called an m-algebraic 
family. 
A solution of Problem 1 of the Introduction is the following: 
Corollary 1. The family of all sub algebras of an algebra of charac-
teristic m can be characterized as an m-algebraic family (i.e. as a closure 
family with Property (1)). 
If we put n = No then (1) is always satisfied since No <; m. Therefore: 
Corollary 2. The family of finitely generated sub algebras of an 
algebra of characteristic m can be characterized as an No-generated No-
closure family. 
The special case m = No gives a solution of Problem 2 of the Introduction. 
It is interesting to remark that m plays no role in the condition, which 
proves: 
Corollary 3. Let (A; F) be an algebra of characteristic m. Then it 
is possible to define an algebra (A; F') with finitary operations such 
that the finitely generated sub algebras of (A; F) and of (A; F') are the 
same. 
The first statement of Theorem 1 was proved in Lemmas 1 and 2. 
The second statement will be proved in Section 4. 
Variants of Theorem 1 will be given in Section 5, while the lattice 
theoretic version of Corollary 1 will be discussed in Section 6. 
4. Prool 01 Theorem 1 
Let d be an (m, n)-algebraic family of subsets of A, which is kept 
fixed throughout this section. 
If n= 1 then d has a single member B (the one generated by cfo) and 
for every b E B we define an operation 1 such that 1 = b. This settles the 
case n = 1. From now on we assume that 1 < n. 
For every set X C A and ordinal eX < r(n) we define X'" as follows: 
xo=X 
X",+l= V ([Y]; Y C X'" and jYj <n) 
XUm",v= V X"'v, 
where [Y] denotes the closure with respect to d. Put 
X = V (X"'; eX<r(n)). 
By transfinite induction on eX the following statements can be verified: 
(i) if XC Y then X'" C Y"', therefore XC Y; 
(ii) X C X"', therefore X ex; 
(iii) X =X; 
(iv) X = [X] if jXj <no 
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Of the four, (i) and (ii) do not call for a proof. (It is interesting to point 
out that (iiL fails to hold if n = 1.) To prove (iii) note that (i) and (ii) 
imply_XC x. _ 
If X C X were not true there would be an a E X with a ¢ X. Then 
a E (X)" with iX<r(n). Choose a so as to minimize 0 .. Obviously, iX>O 
since X C X. If iX> 0 then, since iX is minimal, iX = f3 + 1, a E (X)P+1 thus 
there exists a Y C (X)P with a E [Y], [Y[ <no By assumption, Y C X, i.e. 
each Y E Y belongs to some X"v with ?,y < r(n). Put ?' = ! (yy; Y E Y). 
Since r(n) is regular, it follows that y<r(n) and thus Y C Xl'. Therefore 
a E XY+I C X, a contradiction. 
If IX[<n then XI=[X] since XI= V (Y; YCX and IYI<n) and so 
X is one ofthe Y, therefore Xl d [X]; conversely, if Y C X then [Y] C [X], 
thus Xl C [X]. It follows that X2=XI, ... , X"= [X] for every iX<r(n) 
and so [X]=X. 
From now on, we will use the notation [X] for X. This is justified 
by (iv). 
Let d denote the family of all subsets of A which are of the form [X]. 
Theorem 2. d is an m-algebraic family of subsets of A. d is a 
subfamily of d. A member of d belongs to d if and only if it can be 
generated by fewer than n elements. 
Proof. Statements (i)-(iii) mean that [X] is a closure operation, 
therefore d is a closure family. To prove that d is m-algebraic it remains to 
show property (1), i.e. if B E d and a E B= [X] then there exists a Y C X 
with [Y[<m and a E [Y]. Since a E [X]= V (X"; iX<r(n)) it follows that 
a E X'" for some iX<r(n). Choose iX as small as possible. We will prove (1) 
by induction on iX. 
If iX= 0 put Y = {a}. 
Let iX=f3+ 1. Then there exists a Z C X'" with [Z[ <n such that a E [Z]. 
By condition (1) on d, there exists a ZICZ with [Zl[<min(m,n) and 
a E [Zl]. By induction hypotheses, for each Z E Zl there exists a Yz C X 
with I Yzi < m and Z E [Yz]. Therefore, a E [Zl] C [V (Yz ; Z E Z)] and 
IV (Yz;zEZ)I<m. Thus Y= V (Yz;ZEZ) is effective. 
This proves that d is an m-algebraic family. 
The second and third statements are equivalent to (iv). 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 2. 
It should be noted that the closure operation [X] is very simple if n 
is also regular. Namely, [X]=XI. Indeed, if a E X2 then a E [Y] with 
Y <Xl and IY[ <m. Again, each Y E Y is in the closure of Xy<X with 
[Xy[<m. Hence, aE[Y]<[V(Xy;YEY)]<XI. Thus XI=X2= ... = 
=X"'= ... for ci<m, i.e. [X] =XI. 
For every ordinal iX with ci < m and iX-termed sequence ao, aI, ... , al' , ... 
(y<iX) and every a E [{ao, aI, ... }] we define an iX-ary operation on A 
such that 
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and 
I(xo, Xl, ... ) = Xo 
otherwise. 
Let F be the collection of all such operations. 
Then (A; F) is an algebra of characteristic m. 
It is obvious that if B E.xI then B is closed under all 1 E F. 
Conversely, assume that B is closed under all 1 E F. To prove BE.xI 
we have to verify B= [Bl Since B C [B] it is enough to show that a E [B] 
implies a E B. Let a E [Bl Then by (1) there exists an XC B with IXI <m 
and a E [Xl Well order X: X = {ao, aI, ... , ay ... }, y < iX (iX < m). Consider the 
operation which was constructed for iX, ao, al, ... and a. Since ay E B for 
y < iX and B is closed under I, it follows a E B, which was to be proved. 
This construction, combined with Theorem 2, concludes the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
5. Variants 01 Theorem 1 
The special case m = No, n> IA I of Theorem 1 is not identical with 
the result of Birkhoff and Frink as given in the Introduction. We will 
show now how Theorem 1 can be modified so as to be a direct generalization 
of that result. 
Let .xl be a family of subsets of A and m a regular cardinal. We will 
say that .xl is of character m if 
(i) there exists a family tPo of subsets of A, each of which is of power 
<m; 
(ii) there exists a family tPI of pairs (X, Y) such that X C Yand Y E tPo, 
such that BE.xI if and only if (B (\ Y, Y) E tPI for every Y E tPo. 
If m = No we say that .xl is of finite character (in the sense of [2]). 
Theorem 3. The family .xl of subsets of A is an (m, n)-algebraic 
family if and only if it is an n-generated n-closure family which is of 
character min(m, n). 
Proof. Put ~=min(m, n). 
Let.xl be an (m, n)-algebraic family. We construct tPo and tPI as follows: 
let tPo be the family of all subsets of power <~: (X, Y) E tPI if and only 
if X = Y or if Y =X v {a} and a 1= [X]. It is then obvious that B is 
closed if and only if (B (\ Y, Y) E tPI for every Y E tPo. 
Conversely, let .xl be an n-generated n-closure family of character ~, 
XCA and IXI<m. Define XO=X, X,,+1=X" V {X;xEYEtPo,x1=X"(\ Y, 
and (X" (\ Y, Y) E tPI}, Xlim"y = V X"Y, for all ordinals iX with iX<r(~). 
Then 
[X] = V (X"; iX<r(~)). 
Put 
X = V (X"; iX<r(~)). 
Then X C [X] can be proved by induction on iX. We will prove that 
X is closed. Indeed, if it is not then there exists aYE tPo such that 
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(X (') Y, Y) rt (/>1. Note that X (') Y =1= Y because (Y, Y) rt (/>1 would imply 
that [Y] does not exist. Let a E Y, a rt X (') Y and X (') Y = {xo, Xl, ... , 
Xl" ... ,} for some y<{3 (tl<r(lJ)). Then xl' E X"l'; put lX= ! (lXl'; y<(3). 
Since r(lJ) is regular, ex < r(lJ) and then xl' E X" for all y < (3; this implies 
a E X"+l C X, which is a contradiction. 
By definition d is an n-generated n-closure family so all we have 
to prove is that d satisfies (I). Since it always holds if m<:n, we can 
assume n<m. In this case lJ=min(m, n)=n and r(n)<:m, since m is 
regular. Let IHI <m, B= [H] and a E B. It can be proved by induction 
on lX that a E H" implies the existence of an XC H such that IXI <r(n) 
and a E [X]. (The proof is the same as that of Lemma 2.) Since a E [H] 
implies a E H" for some lX, and r(n) <: m, this completes the proof. 
Another variant of the result of Birkhoff and Frink is the following: 
an ~o-algebraic family can be also characterized as a closure family which 
is closed under directed union. To generalize this we introduce the 
following notion: 
Let A be a set and d a family of subsets of A. The family d is called 
n-directed if whenever {BA; A E A} is a subfamily of d and IAI <n then 
there exists a member BEd such that BA C B for all A E A. 
We say that d is closed under m-directed union if whenever !1d is an 
m-directed subfamily of d and B= V (X; X E!1d) then BEd. 
Note that ~o-directed means directed. 
Theorem 4. Let m and n be regular cardinals and assume the 
Generalized Continuum Hypothesis. Then d is an (m, n)-algebraic system 
if and only if d is an n-generated n-closure system which is closed under 
m-directed union of fewer than n members. 
Proof. Let d be an (m, n)-algebraic family. We have to prove that 
d is closed under m-directed union of fewer than n members. Let {B .. ; 
A E A} be an m-directed subfamily of d, B .. = [HA] where IHAI <n and 
IAI <no Put B= V (BA; A E A) and H = V (Hi.; A E A). We will show 
BEd. 
Since n is regular, IHI <no If a E B then a E [HA] for some A hence 
a E [H], i.e. Be [H]. Conversely, let a E [H]; then a E [X] for some 
XC H, IHI <min (m, n). Let X E HA(x) for each X EX (A(X) E A). Then 
a E [X] C [ V (BA(x); X E X)]. Since I{A(x); x E X}I C IHI <min (m, n)<:m 
and {BA} is n-directed, it follows that there exists a BA with BA(x) C Bi. 
for all x EX. Hence a E [BA]=BA C B, proving B= [H]. Thus BEd. 
Conversely, let d be an n-generated n-closure system and let d be 
closed under m-directed union of fewer than n members. We have to 
verify property (I). 
Let BEd, B= [H], IHI <n and a E B. We can also assume m<n. 
Let !1d denote the family of all subsets of B which can be generated 
by K C H with IKI <m. Put !1d= {BA; A E.Q} and Bi. = [Hi.] with Hi. C H 
and IHi.I<m. 
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An upper bound for IQI is the power of the family of all subsets of H 
of power <m. 
Let IHI =,jJ. There are ,jJf subsets of H of power 1. Therefore 
IQI,;;;; L (,jJf; f<m). 
It is known that G. O. H. implies ,jJf=,jJ if {<,jJ which is certainly true 
since {<m<n by assumption. Hence 
IQI,;;;; L(,jJf;f<m),;;;;,jJ·m<n. 
tJ is m-directed, since if {B,l; A E A} C tJ (A C Q) and IAI <m then 
B,l=[H,lJ with IH,lI<n. Then m<n implies I V (H,l;AEA)I<n, hence 
[V (H,l;)' E A)] is an upper bound for the family {B,l; A E A}. 
Hence tJ is an m-directed family containing fewer than n members, 
thus 0= V (Y; Y EtJ) Ed. It is obvious that 0 C B. If h EH then 
hE [{h}J E tJ (since 1 <m) and so hE O. Thus He O. Since 0 E A this 
implies [HJ CO hence B=O. 
Thus a EO and so a E B,l for some A, B,l = [HAJ for some HA C H with 
IH,l1 <m hence a E [HAJ which was to be proved. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
Let us call the cardinal n strongly regular if it is regular and ,jJ, {<n 
imply ,jJf<n. E.g. No is strongly regular. If m<n and n is strongly regular 
then ,jJ < n implies 
where mr < n. Hence 
L (,jJf; f<m),;;;; L (mf; {<m), 
L (,jJf; f<m)<n. 
Corollary 1. Let n be strongly regular. Then Theorem 4 holds 
without G. O. H. 
If n is not strongly regular but it satisfies 
,jJ, f<m imply ,jJf<n 
then the above argument can again be used, hence: 
Corollary 2. An m-algebraic system can be characterized as a 
closure system closed under m-directed unions. 
The special case m=No is the result of Birkhoff and Frink. 
6. m-algebraic lattices 
An element a of a complete lattice £ is called m-compact if 
a,;;;;U (AA; A E A) implies the existence of a A' C A with IA/I<m and 
a,;;;; U (a,l; A E A'). An m-algebraic lattice £ is a complete lattice in which 
every element is a (complete) join of m-compact elements. 
The lattice theoretic version of Corollary of Theorem 1 is the following: 
Theorem 5. The lattice 6(A; F) of all subalgebras of an algebra 
(A; F) of characteristic m is an m-algebraic lattice. Conversely, if m is 
a regular cardinal and £ is an m-algebraic lattice then there exists an 
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algebra (A; F) of characteristic m such that -2 is isomorphic to e>(A; F). 
It should be noted that Theorem 5 was known for m = ~o, see [2], 
[3], [4], and [6]. (~o-algebraic lattices are called algebraic lattices, com-
pactly generated lattices, etc.) 
For the proof of Theorem 5 we need two lemmas. 
Lemma 3. A subalgebra (B; F) of an algebra (A; F) of charac-
teristic m, which can be generated by less than m elements, is an m-
compact element of e> (A; F). 
Proof. Let K C A, IKI <m, B= [K]; let (B).; F) be sub algebras of 
(A; F) for AEA. And let BC[V (B).;AEA)]. ThenKC[V (B).;AEA)]. 
For every aEK by (I) we can find an HaC V (B).;AEA)with IHal<m, 
a E [Ha]. Put H = V (Ha; a E K). Then K C [H] and IHI'<m since m is 
regular. 
For b EH choose Ab E A with bE B).b' Set A' = {Ab; b EH}. Since IHI <m 
we get that 1.,1'1 <m, and sinceHC V(B).;AEA') we get BC [V(B).;AEA')], 
as required. This proves Lemma 3. 
To formulate Lemma 4 we need the notion of an m-complete semi-
lattice. A semi-lattice ~ is a set F upon which a commutative, associative 
and idempotent binary operation U is defined. The natural partial ordering 
of F is defined by a <. b if a U b = b. ~ is called m-complete if any subset 
{a).; A E A} of F with fewer than m elements has a least upper bound, 
U (a).; A E A). 
A subset I of F is an m-complete ideal if u (a).; A E A) E 1(1.,11 <m) 
if and only if a). E I for every A EA. ijmm) denotes the set of all m-
complete ideals. 
Lemma 4. Let m be a regular cardinal and let ~ be an m-complete 
semi-lattice with O. Then ijmm) is an m-algebraic lattice. Conversely, if 
-2 is an m-algebraic lattice then there exists an m-complete semi-lattice 
~ with 0 such that -2 and ijm(m are isomorphic. Such an ~ is the semi-
lattice of all m-compact elements of -2. 
The first statement of Lemma 4 can be proved in the same way as 
Lemma 3. (It is easy to see that in fact it is a special case of Lemma 3.) 
To prove the second statement let ~ denote the set of all m-compact 
elements of -2. It follows easily from the regularity of m that ~ is an m-
complete sub semi-lattice of -2. Let a ELand 
1a= {x; X E F, x<.a}. 
Then 
is the required isomorphism. 
The only non-trivial step of the proof is the following: 
if IE 1m(m, a= U (x; x E I), then 1a=l. 
Since 1a d I, it is enough to prove that y E 1a implies Y E 1. 
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Let Y E fa. Then y< U (x; x E f). Since y is m-compact, y< U (x; x E 1'), 
with l' c: f, 11'1 <m. Since f is m-complete, U (x; x E 1') E f, therefore 
y Ef. 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 5. 
Let B denote the sub algebra lattice of (A; F) and U be the system 
of all sub algebras which can be generated by less than m elements. It 
follows from Lemma 3 that U is the system of m-algebraic elements of B. 
Since every element B of L is the union of all elements of U which are 
contained in B, it follows that B is an m-algebraic lattice. 
Conversely, let B be an m-algebraic lattice, B roo.- ~m(U). We introduce 
operations on U as follows: 
if a, bE U, a<b we introduce a unary operation j: j(b)=a and j(x)=x 
if xi' b; 
if ex is an ordinal, & < m then we introduce an ex-ary operation: 
j(ao, ... , at;, ... )=a if a=U (at;, ~<ex). 
Let F denote the system of all operations defined. 
Then (U; F) is an algebra of characteristic m. The sub algebras are 
the same as the m-complete ideals, hence 
6(U; F)=~m(U) roo.- B. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5. 
Now if we compare Lemma 4 to what we need at the beginning of the 
proof of the main result in [6], it will be clear that the semi-lattice of 
Lemma 4 can replace F there and the B there should be replaced by the 
generalized Boolean algebra of all subset of power <m of the semi-
lattice. The whole construction of [6] remains valid except that in con-
structing the algebra generated by the partial algebra, we cannot stop 
after w steps but we must proceed to Wm steps, where Wm is the initial 
ordinal of cardinality m. This proves: 
Theorem 6. The lattice of all congruence relations of an algebra 
of characteristic m is an m-algebraic lattice. Conversely, if B is an m-
algebraic lattice then there exists an algebra (A; F) of characteristic m 
whose congruence lattice is isomorphic to B. 
The special case m=No is the main result of [6]. 
If ILl < m then m-algebraic lattice simply means complete. Hence: 
Corollary. Every complete lattice B is isomorphic to the lattice of 
all congruence relations of an algebra (with non-finitary operations). 
This Corollary solves a problem of G. Birkhoff quoted as Problem 3 
in the Introduction. 
7. The classes 9'(m, n) 
If m and n are regular cardinals, n < m, then an n-algebraic lattice is 
also an m-algebraic lattice. Is it possible that for certain pairs of regular 
cardinals the converse is also true 1 
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To show that this is not the case let 2 be the lattice of all ordinals IX 
with Ii < n with a greatest element I added to the system. 
This lattice 2 is complete and of cardinality less than m therefore it 
is m-algebraic. However, it is not n-algebraic because 1= u (x; x<I) and 
1=1= u (x; X EO K) if K C L, I 1= K and IKI <n since n is regular. 
A related problem will be discussed in this section. 
Let 9'(m, n) denote the class of all (m, n)-algebraic families. Then 
Corollary 3 to Theorem I states that 9'(No, No) = 9'(m, No) for every m. 
Problem: Find a necessary and sufficient condition for 9'(ml, nl) C 
C 9'(m2' n2), and in particular for 9'(ml, nl) = 9'(m2, n2). 
If n < m then 9'(m, n) is the class of all n-generated n-closure families, 
i.e. 9'(m, n) does not depend on m; let this class be denoted by ~(n). 
Now let m<n. By definition 9'(m, n) C ~(n). However, if A is a set 
of power nand d is the family of all subsets of A of power < n then 
d 1= 9'(m, n), hence 9'(m, n) C ~(n). 
Similar consideration shows 9'(ml' n) C 9'(m2' n) if mi <m2<n. 
It is also obvious that ni <n2 implies ~(nl) C ~(n2). 
Now let ni <n2 and m arbitrary. Then let IAI =nl and let d be the 
family of all subsets of A. Then d EO 9'(m, n2) and d 1= ~(nl). Hence 
9'(m, n2) '* ~(nl). 
This proves that 
9'(ml' nl) C 9'(m2' n2) implies ni < n2. 
The same example with IA 1= m shows that 9'(ml' nl) C 9'(m2' n2), 
mi < nl, m2 < n2 and ni < n2 imply mi < m2· 
Finally, ifnI <n2 then 9'(ml, nl) C 9'(ml, n2), where the proper inclusion 
is again shown by the power set of a set of power n. 
To sum up: 
Theorem 7. 9'(ml, nl) C 9'(m2, n2) if and only if min (ml, nl) < 
<min (m2, n2) and nl<n2. Consequently, 9'(ml' nl)=9'(m2, n2) if and 
only if min (ml, nl) = min (m2, n2) and ni =n2. Proper inclusion holds if 
and only if at least one < is replaced by <. 
Let c(? denote the class of all cardinals with the usual ordering and let 
% be a subclass of C(? xC(?: (.)J, q) EO % if and only if either .)J < q and .)J 
is regular or .)J = q. Let 9' denote the system of all 9'(m, n), ordered by 
"class inclusion". 
Corollary. The mapping 
9'(m, n) --+ (min (m, n), n) 
is an order isomorphism between 9' and %. 
8. Remarks and Open Problems 
Consider the special case m = No of Theorem 5, which says that the 
subalgebra lattice of a universal algebra with finitary operations can be 
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characterized as an algebraic lattice. Note that in this special case we 
do not have to introduce an iX-ary operation for every Ii < No, since every 
such operation is a polynomial of the operation with iX = 2. We will 
say that an algebra (A; F) is of bound n if n is the smallest cardinal 
such that if f E F is an iX-ary operation then Ii < n. 
Theorem 8. Given an algebraic lattice 2 there exists an algebra 
(A; F) of bound 3, having only one binary operation (the other oper-
ations being unary) such that the sub algebra lattice of (A; F) is isomorphic 
to 2. 
This raises the question how can subalgebra lattices be characterized 
if the bound is 1 or 2. 
Theorem 9. A lattice 2 is isomorphic to the sub algebra lattice of 
an algebra of bound 1 if and only if L consists of one element only. 
A lattice 2 is isomorphic to a sub algebra lattice of an algebra of bound 
2 if and only if it is a complete sublattice of a complete and atomic 
Boolean algebra. 
The first statement is obvious. To prove the second, observe that the 
set union and intersection of sub algebras of an algebra (A; F) with unary 
operations are subalgebras again, therefore the sub algebra lattice is a 
complete sublattice of the Boolean algebra of all subsets of A. Conversely, 
if 2 is a complete sublattice of a complete and atomic Boolean algebra lB 
then let A denote the set of all atoms of lB. Every a E L can be represented 
by Ha={x; x EA, x.;;;a}. Put d={Aa; a EL}. Then d is an algebraic 
family, and X= V ([p];p EX) for every X in d. For every p Ed and 
q E [p] we introduce a unary operation f such that f(p)=q, and f(x)=x 
if x i= p. Let F be the collection of all such operations. It is easy to see 
that (A; F) is the required algebra. 
Remark. We proved somewhat more than the second statement of 
Theorem 9. Namely, we proved that a family d of subsets of a set A 
is the family of all subalgebras of a unary algebra (A; F) if and only 
if A Ed and d is closed under arbitrary unions and intersections. 
In conclusion, I would like to mention two open problems. 
Pro blem 1. Is the conclusion of Theorem 4 equivalent to the 
Generalized Continuum Hypothesis 1 
In the paper [5] the authors considered a problem related to the result 
of BmKHoFF and FRINK. They considered the characterization problem 
of the family of closed sub algebras of a topological algebra. For the details 
see [5]. 
Pro blem 2. Characterize the family of all those closed subalgebras 
of a topological algebra of character m, which can be generated by less 
than n elements. 
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